
We all use telescopes and want them to perform well, 

yet how they work sometimes seems mysterious. This 

talk is an introduction to optics as applied to amateur 

astronomy. I introduce the basic concepts in a simple, 

non-mathematical way and then show how, when 

analyzed, the familiar telescopes we all love actually 

work and perform. Although I'll focus primarily on 

telescopes -- achromatic refractors, Newtonian 

reflectors, apochromats, various Cassegrain types, 

SCTs, and Maksutovs -- and their performance, I'll 

also review classic eyepiece types and their modern, 

wide-angle successors. I will conclude with a brief 

discussion of astrographs, that is, telescopes optimized 

for imaging with CCD cameras. 

Richard Berry has been an amateur astronomer and telescope maker for as long as he can remember. At 

age 13, he ground and polished his first telescope mirror, and went on the complete a dozen more 

telescopes. Early in his career, he built payloads launched on Black Brant research rockets, tested and 

certified components flown in the Apollo Soyuz mission, and measured ozone pollution with laser light. 

Then, in 1976, Berry joined the staff of Astronomy magazine. In sixteen 

years as its editor, he built Astronomy magazine from a struggling start-

up to the largest circulation astronomy magazine in the world. During 

this time, he also founded and edited Telescope Making, the quarterly 

journal that helped make the 1980s such explosive growth years for 

amateur astronomy. 

In the last two decades, Richard's books "Build Your Own Telescope", 

"Discover the Stars", "The CCD Camera Cookbook", "The Dobsonian 

Telescope" and "The Handbook of Astronomical Image Processing" 

have introduced thousands to the joys of amateur astronomy, telescope 

making, CCD imaging, and digital image processing.  
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RCA MAGAZINE 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 
One of the benefits of RCA Membership 

is a reduced rate subscription to Sky & 

Telescope and Astronomy magazines. 

The RCA member rate for Sky & Telescope Magazine is $33 

for one year or $66 for two years.   The RCA member rate for 

Astronomy magazine is $34 for one year or $60 for two 

years. For more information and payment options please see 

the website.  

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/mags/index.htm 

Larry Godsey <magazines@rosecityastronmers.org> 

RCA LIBRARY  
The Rose City Astronomers maintains a 

comprehensive club library of astrono-

my related articles, books, CDs and vid-

eos. These items can be borrowed by 

members through checkout at the gen-

eral meetings for a period of one month with renewals availa-

ble by phone or e-mail to the club library director. The RCA 

library is constantly growing through many donations and the 

purchase of new materials. A listing of library materials (PDF 

format) can be found at the library web page. 

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/library.htm 

Jan Keiski <library@rosecityastronomers.org>  

Office Name Email 

President David Nemo president@rosecityastronomers.org 

Past President Sameer Ruiwale pastprez@rosecityastronomers.org 

VP Membership Ken Hose membership@rosecityastronomers.org 

VP Observing/Star Parties Steve Jaynes observing@rosecityastronomers.org 

VP Community Affairs Jim Higgs community@rosecityastronomers.org 

VP Communications Mark Martin communications@rosecityastronomers.org 

Treasurer Larry Godsey treasurer@rosecityastronomers.org 

Secretary Duncan Kitchin secretary@rosecityastronomers.org 

Sales Director Herry Tedja sales@rosecityastronomers.org 

Newsletter Editor Scott Kindt editor@rosecityastronomers.org 

Media Director Diana Fredlund media@rosecityastronomers.org 

New Member Advisor Howard Knytych  newmembers@rosecityastronomers.org 

Webmaster Larry Godsey webmaster@rosecityastronomers.org 

ALCOR Ken Hose alcor@rosecityastronomers.org 

Library Director Jan Keiski library@rosecityastronomers.org 

Telescope Director Dave Horne telescope@rosecityastronomers.org 

Observing Site Director David Nemo sitefund@rosecityastronomers.org 

IDA Liaison Dawn Nilson  ida@rosecityastronomers.org 

OMSI Liaison Jan Keiski omsi@rosecityastronomers.org 

Magazines Director Larry Godsey magazines@rosecityastronomers.org 

SIG Director Vacant sigs@rosecityastronomers.org 

Youth Programs Director Vacant youth@rosecityastronomers.org 

Sister Club Liaison Jan Keiski sisterclubs@rosecityastronomers.org 

CLUB OFFICERS 

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/mags/index.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/library.htm
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Minutes of  the Rose 
City Astronomers Board 
December 3rd 2012 
Held at OMSI Classroom 1 

 

Chair  : Sameer Ruiwale 

Secretary : Duncan Kitchin 

Board Members Present 
Sameer Ruiwale (President) 

Ken Hose (VP Membership) 

Mark Martin (VP Programming) 

Jim Higgs (VP Community Affairs) 

Larry Godsey (Treasurer, Webmaster, Magazine Sales) 

Duncan Kitchin (Secretary) 

Larry Froberg (Sales Director) 

Howard Knytych (New Member Advisor) 

David Nemo (Observing Site Director) 

Scott Kindt (Special Interest Groups Director) 

 

Peter Abrahams (Guest) 

Call to Order 
The meeting was called to order at 8:10 by Sameer 

Ruiwale and, there being 10 board members present, the 

quorum requirement of 9 was declared to be met. 

Approval of Minutes 
Moved: approve October minutes. Moved: Sameer 

Ruiwale. Second: Mark Martin. Motion passes 10-0-0. Moved: 

approve November minutes. Moved: Sameer Ruiwale. Second: 

David Nemo. Motion passes 10-0-0. 

Directors’ Reports 
Secretary’s Report – Duncan Kitchin:  Quorum (9) met with 

10 voting members present.   

Treasurer’s Report – Larry Godsey: Accounts distributed and 

available on the web. Report essentially nominal for this 

month. 

VP Programming – Mark Martin: Mark has a volunteer to help 

with programming. Also has a suggestion to look into 

getting time on the Discovery Channel 4.2m scope. 

December potluck: was hoping to assess what inventory 

we have tonight, but was unable to due to another large 

meeting in the auditorium. May need an additional budget 

of about $100. Setup will start at about 6pm, so that we are 

ready to start at about 6:30pm. 

VP Observing – Steve Jaynes: Not present, but report from 

Larry Godsey. We have an agreement with Ka-Nee-Ta. 

The proposed rate has increased to $110.80 including 

taxes and resort fees. 

VP Community Affairs  - Jim Higgs: Not much activity in the 

last month. Jim Higgs has visited some high schools for 

outreach activities. Numerous inquiries have been coming 

in. Event at the Hillsboro museum went very well; 

attended by about 7 volunteers from RCA. Suggested that 

we consider some recognition for members who volunteer 

in outreach events. One possibility would be to have 

outreach volunteer shirts that are only available to 

participants. Jim Higgs will send Larry Godsey a list of the 

outreach events for inclusion on the website. 

VP Membership – Ken Hose: This month we had 8 new 

members and 6 renewals, bringing in a total of $263 in 

membership dues. Membership currently stands at 314 

member families, compared to 310 at this time last year 

and 389 the year before. About 150 people have not 

rejoined in the last two years, which is comparable with 

the typical turnover of about 20%. Ken is putting together 

a list of questions to ask members not re-signing to find 

out why they chose to not re-subscribe, to make sure that 

we are meeting our members’ needs. 

Alcor – Ken Hose: This month we have 2 Messier awards to 

hand out, which will be presented at the December potluck 

meeting. 

New Member Advisor – Howard Knytych: Met last month, 

with the meeting devoted to Astronomical League 

observing programs. Planning a new members meeting in 

January, to talk about basic observing information and 

methods. 

Media Director – Diana Fredlund:  Not present. No news 

release for this month, due to the potluck meeting. 

Sales – Larry Froberg: Calendar was on sale at the November 

meeting. Sold 37 calendars so far out of a total order of 

125. Book order for Fulvio Melia at January’s meeting: 

have signed up 15 sales so far. Larry is stepping down 

from the post at the end of this year. 

Book Library – Jan Keiski: Not present, but report submitted 

by email: Larry has figures from book sale.  Continuing to 

clean out library materials storage areas with David 

Horne’s help.  No library at December meeting potluck. 

Telescope Library - David Horne: Not present, but report 

submitted by email: proposed that there will be no 

telescope sales event at the December potluck. 

IDA – Dawn Nilson: Not present. 

Magazine Subscriptions – Larry Godsey: Nominal. 

Webmaster – Larry Godsey: Larry Godsey needs information 

from Ken Hose about the Astronomical League awards for 

inclusion on the website. 

Site Committee – David Nemo: Information about the Haggart 

Observatory will be posted on the RCA website, and then 

linked from the Clackamas Community College website. 

There will also be a locked filing cabinet available for 

storage of eyepieces for the telescope. Have a schedule set 

up for next year, with one event a month. 

Youth Director – John Oreskovich: Not present, but John is 

currently working on a plan for youth programs. 

Newsletter Editor – Scott Kindt: This month’s newsletter is 

almost ready for publication. 

SIGs – (vacant): The cosmology SIG has a new venue; details 

forthcoming shortly. 

OMSI –Jan Keiski: Not present, but report submitted by email: 

Nominal. 

Sister Club update – Jan Keiski: Not present, but report 

submitted by email: GAMA Liaison Leo Cavagnaro 

reports star parties going well. 
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Telescope Workshop  
When:        Saturday, Feb 23rd 

  10:00am - 3:00pm 

Location:  Technical Marine Service, Inc.  

 6040 N. Cutter Circle on Swan Island-Portland 

SIG Leader: John DeLacy 

Assistant:     Don Peckham 

Email: tw-sig@rosecityastronomers.org 

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/tmw.htm  

Astro-Imaging Special Interest Group 

When:  Wednesday, Feb 13th, 7pm  

 

Location: Beaverton Public Library 

 12375 SW 5th St - Beaverton 

  

SIG Leader: Greg Marshall 

Email: ai-sig@rosecityastronomers.org 

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/astroimage.htm 

Astrophysics / Cosmology SIG 
When:        Wed, Feb 20th, 7pm 

Topic:   TBA 

 

Presented by:  TBA 

Location:  8036 SE Raymond St., Portland, OR 97206 

SIG Leaders:  Lamont Brock, Viktors Berstis 

Email: cosmology-sig@rosecityastronomers.org 

www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/cosmology.htm  

 Junior Astronomers 

When:  On Hold 

Location: TBD 

 TBD 

Topic:  TBD 

     

Leader:  Vacant 

Email: youth@rosecityastronomers.org 

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/youth.htm 

New Members Special Interest Group 

When:  Monday, Mar  18th, 6:30pm 

Location: OMSI Planetarium 

Topic: TBD 

SIG Leader: Howard Knytych 

Email: newmembers@rosecityastronomers.org 

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/new_members.htm 

Downtowners Luncheon 

When:     Friday, Mar 1st, Noon 

Location: Kell’s 

 112 SW Second Ave. Portland 

SIG Leader: Margaret Campbell-McCrea 

Email: downtown-sig@rosecityastronomers.org 

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/downtowners.htm 

Special Interest Groups 

Old Business 
RCA generic business cards – Diana Fredlund / Sameer 

Ruiwale - DONE 

RCA Calendar update – Larry Froberg / Larry Godsey - DONE 

Stub Stewart Observatory and option for housing club’s 12” 

LX200 scope there – David Nemo. Nothing to report. 

Dark Sky Symposium planning update, costs for IDA light 

pollution board – Dawn Nilson. No updates. 

Election committee update – Scott Kindt. DONE 

Honorarium / Donations guidelines draft for commercial / not 

non-profit events – Jim Higgs. Proposal circulated at the 

meeting, and has also been discussed on the forum. 

Feedback has been almost entirely positive, with only a 

few minor corrections suggested. Discussion as to whether 

the guidelines should include monetary amounts. Straw 

poll of members present: 5-4-1 in favor of leaving the 

monetary amounts in the guidelines. Motion: adopt the 

proposed policy: Moved: David Nemo. Second: Howard 

Knytych. Motion passes 9-1-0. 

New Business 
Vote on Herry Tedja as Sales Director. Tabled until next 

month. 

Note  New Location 

See website for map 

Note  New 

Meeting Night 

Jupiter - Bruce Alber 
Captured 1/12/2013 in Vancouver, WA 
Meade ETX-125, Phillips webcam 
1200 frames 

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/tmw.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/astroimage.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/cosmology.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/youth.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/new_members.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/downtowners.htm
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Minor Catalogs Project 
The Markarian Galaxies 

By Margaret Campbell-McCrea 

 

I started this irregular series of biographies of astronomers whose names appear in 
star atlases, usually as abbreviations, back in September of 2010 when I wrote an 

article on Robert Trumpler, known as Tr in the star atlases.  There followed an article 
on Jurgen Stock in the January, 2011 issue of Rosette Gazette.  That spring an unu-
sual number of images of the Markarian Chain of galaxies showed up on the RCA 
forum, so I took that as clue for whose life I should research next.  However, be-
tween the lack of information on Markarian’s personal life, and way too much of my 
own personal life taking over my time and energy, this article and this series of arti-
cles slowed way down.  Entirely.  Until now.  So with a deep breath and a little free 
time, at last we begin again, with a life that takes some explaining. 
 
 The two-word description of Benjamin Markarian is that he was a “Russian scien-
tist.”  And we are instantly plunged into a broiling cauldron of geography, history and 
politics which are worth sorting out, a little anyway. 
 
 Markarian was a Russian scientist the way Roberto Clemente was an American baseball player.  Clemente was 
American because Puerto Rico is an American dependency or is occupied territory, depending on your political lean-
ings.  Markarian was Russian because Armenia had been taken over by Soviet Russia in 1922, which won it in a war 

with Turkey.  A post-WWI war. 
 
 So what is Armenia?  Currently Armenia is an independent country 
which broke off from the Soviet Union as the latter was crumbling in 
1991.  It’s a small country, wedged between Turkey, Iran, Azerbaijan 
and Georgia in the Caucuses region of Southwest Asia, but there are 
Armenian people spread throughout all the countries listed above, and 
even into Syria, Israel, and Central Asia.

1
  It’s an ancient part of the 

world.  There are archaeological finds going back to the Bronze and Iron 
Ages in this region, and every empire in ancient history has left its mark 
in the country, which is mountainous and beautiful and is the location of 
Mt. Ararat, the alleged resting place of Noah’s Ark, though Turkey also 
claims it. 
 
 The Armenians claim to be the first people who, as an entire nation, 
adopted Christianity back in the 300s.  This makes them different from 
their neighbors to the south who are mostly Muslim and to the north who 

are Russian Orthodox.  The Armenian Apostolic church practices a very ancient form of Christianity.  They have an 

alphabet (Շահումյան)2 based on the Greek alphabet, but no one really uses it any more.  And many, many - - most - 

- Armenians have a last name that ends in –ian or –yan, such as Kardashian and Saroyan.  That’s the most reliable 
way to tell if someone is Armenian or has Armenian ancestors. 
 
 So when Benjamin (Beniamin) Markarian was born in 1913 in what is now known as Shahumian, was he was 
born in Russia, in Armenia, in Turkey, in the Georgian region of Russia, or in the currently disputed territory of Na-
gorno-Arabakh?  At any rate, by the time he was ten years old, the Soviet Union put a lid on everything, corralling 
millions of ethnic people into a forced marriage of unity and worker’s paradise.  At least Soviet rule brought stability 
to a region that is addicted to upheavals during Markarian’s lifetime.  And it apparently wasn’t an easy life.  His offi-
cial biography on the Byurakan Astrophysical Observatory website states that he lost his parents early and moved to 
Yerevan, the capital of Armenia, “in hungry 30s.”  Meaning the 1930s.  He did his undergraduate work in mathemat-
ics, and later entered “the Armenian branch of the USSR Academy of Sciences.”

3
  I wonder what that means?  Was 

it simply a matter of providing instruction in one’s native language, or was it a form of discrimination?  He later ma-

1
And California, where many Armenian refugees settled after the Turkish attempt at Armenian genocide at the end of 

WWI. 
2
According to Wikipedia, this is the word “Armenia” in the Armenian alphabet. 

3
Both quotations and subsequent quotations taken from the Byurakan Astophysical Observatory’s biography of 

Markarian found at http://www.bao.am/BMarkarian.html 

Beniamin Egishevich Markarian 
1913 - 1985 
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triculated at Leningrad University with a specialty in 
astrophysics, but was drafted into the Russian Army 
during World War II and spent his war years in Iran.

4
  

After the war, he resumed his academic work and 
defended his thesis in 1941.  The topic was 
“Fluctuations in the visible distribution of stars and 
the cosmic absorption,” an area of research he would 
make his life’s work. 
 
 For the next several years, Markarian worked as a 
university professor in Yerevan, and was one of the 
founders of the Byurakan Astrophysical Observatory.  
Victor Ambartsumian (Viktor Hambardzumyan) is 
credited with being the founder of the BAO, but 
Markarian was active in finding the site for the BAO 
and “mounted and functioned” all the telescopes of 
the observatory.

5 
Markarian was director of the BAO 

from 1953 to 1956, but he gave up the duties of ad-
ministration to concentrate on research.  One of the only personal comments that the official biography makes is that 
Markarian was known as a “strict, requiring but ultimately fair chief.”  In an attempt to learn more about the man as a 
person, I emailed the BAO and received a very polite and warm response from their director, who referred me to an 
elderly woman who had been a colleague of Markarian’s at the observatory.  I sent back questions asking about 
Markarian’s personality, his life, his friendships, and so forth, but I did not receive an answer.  Was I bothering an old 
woman?  Was I poking into personal or political sore places?  Was I writing in English to someone who hadn’t used it 
for a while?  I don’t know.  But I waited eighteen months, so I gave it enough time.  Thus there is little this article can 

say about Markarian the Man. 
 But I can talk about Byurakan the Observato-
ry.  It’s located near Mt. Aragats (which is not Mt. 
Ararat) not far northwest of Yerevan.  It was 
founded in 1946, and replaced the Yerevan Uni-
versity Observatory.  Armenia has a dry and 
pleasant climate.  It is protected from Russia’s 
vicious winters by the Caucuses Mountains to the 
north and is warmed by the air circulation over 
the Black Sea.  It’s hilly and mountainous, giving 
it many high places, and is famous for its Medi-
terranean products, such as apricots, melons, 
grapes, peaches, figs, pomegranates and other 
fruits of the land.  The BAO is located at 40 N. 
Latitude, putting it at the same latitude as north-
ern California.  It’s about 1500 meters above sea 
level.  The sky conditions must be very good 
most of the time.  It gets average annual sun-
shine of 2,700 hours and annual rainfall of less 
than 12”.  In Willamette Valley, we get 34 – 45” 
annually.  Considering that there are a number of 
other observatories in the region,

6 
it seems like a 

good place to locate. 
 
 It was difficult for this researcher to sort out which contributions to astronomical understanding were made by 
Ambartsumian and which by Markarian.  It seems from a comment in the biography that Markarian was “a brilliant 
observer,” so I’m wondering if Ambartsumian did the theoretical work and Markarian did the observing, which is not 

Mt. Ararat 

4
Ironically, Jurgen Stock was drafted into the German Army and spent his war years somewhere in Russia.  I wonder 

if the two men ever crossed paths? 
5
Ambartsumian seems to have had the more internationally active career.  He was a member of the Royal Academy, 

was twice president of the International Council of Scientific Unions, and was president of the IAU from 1961 to 
1964.  He is a “Hero of Armenia” and his face is on the 100 Armenian dram bill.  
6
Zelenchukskaya Radio Astronomical Observatory in southern Russia; Abastumani Astrophysical Observatory in 

modern Georgia, and Shemakha Astrophysical Obsservatory in Azerbaijan.   

Byurakan Observatory as it probably looked in the 1950s, when it was first built. 
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at all to say that he was not a very smart as-
tronomer in his own right.  For example, the 
previously mentioned biography states that “In 
just the first years of the existence of the By-
urakan Observatory, obtaining photos of a 
significant number of stars of open clusters 
with a small telescope, Markarian made up an 
“Atlas of stellar clusters,” which was used 
widely by astronomers of many observato-
ries.”  But it is Ambartsumian who is credited 
by his work at this same time with the discov-
ery of the existence of stellar associations, 
different from star clusters.  Associations are 
stars born about the same time, of the same 
material, that have not yet had the time to drift 
away from each other.  They are larger, looser 
groups than globular or open clusters and are 
not bound together gravitationally.  They run 
in the same part of the spectrum, and it was 
their work regarding the young, bright, hot O 
and B stars that led to the positing of associations.   
 
 Markarian and Ambartsumian seem to have transferred this concept over to the study of galaxies.  In the work he 
is most famous for among amateur astronomers, “Physical Chain of Galaxies in Virgo and its Dynamic Instability,” 
Astronomical Journal, Dec. 1961, Markarian suggested that this group of galaxies was not a random array of galax-
ies but a “real physical system.”  The original chain had eight galaxies, but the list of galaxies in the Markarian Chain 
has grown over the years, and now stands at twelve.  A table of the Markarian Chain is at the end of this article. 
 
 In 1965, the observatory undertook the First Byurakan Spectral Sky Survey (FBS, also known as the Markarian 
Survey) using a 40” Schmidt telescope.  It was this research that confirmed the existence of the Markarian Galaxies, 
which Markarian first posited in 1963.  A Markarian Galaxy has a blue color in its nucleus that, if the galaxy were a 
star, would classify it as somewhere between A and F.  Additionally, this blue core does not match the spectrum of 
the rest of the galaxy.  Markarian undertook to find these galaxies with an “ultraviolet excess” and found 1500 of 
them.  The survey took until 1980 to complete, and in 1981, Markarian started publishing the first of fifteen articles 
that described all of these items.

7
   In 1986 he published a much more accessible list, First Byurakan Survey which 

you can find as a text file on the Internet, and if you want a copy of it, I can send it to you.  In 2007 the BAO pub-
lished an updated atlas and database of the, by now, 1544 galaxies that fit this category.  Closer study has found, 
inevitably, that not all the objects on the list fit the classification, but at the same time, the list continues to expand.   
Seyfert Galaxies are Markarian Galaxies.  And Halton Arp has credited Ambartsumian with suggesting that peculiar 
galaxies have odd shapes because new galaxies are being formed from them.   Perhaps that is the significance of 
the hot blue cores. 
 
 So I am left with two questions.  First, are the galaxies of the Markarian Chain also Markarian Galaxies, meaning 
young, hot, bright, and having an ultraviolet excess in their cores?  The only way to find that out is to compare the list 
of the dozen Markarian Chain objects to the Markarian Galaxy list and look for duplications.  And in spite of the hun-
dreds of articles published on these galaxies, that turned out to be a surprisingly hard thing to do, mainly because 
the atlas of Markarian Galaxies does not seem to cross reference to NGC or M objects. 
 
 My second question is my original question:  what kind of person was he?  Did he thrive under the Soviet system, 
or was he hindered by it?  How many languages did he speak?  Did he lose his parents early because of the Turkish 
genocide of Armenians after WWI?  Did he have a family?  There is an R. Markarian publishing mathematical arti-
cles on the movement of billiard balls, a fitting legacy for a son or daughter if he had one.  His biography mentions 
that he continued to work in spite of ill health in his later years.  So was he brave, stubborn, obsessive or oblivious?  
What kind of teacher or mentor was he?  Would he have welcomed the creation of the Armenian Republic six years 
after he died, or would he have ignored politics and kept on working?  He was much honored and awarded in his 
later years, so we should know more about him. 
 
 And also the other Armenian observers associated with the Byurakan Observatory.  In 2010, Matt Vartanian, 

7
Links to all 15 of these articles, translated into English, are available in the Wikipedia article on Markarian Galaxies. 

Byurakan image with Mt. Aragats in the background. 
(Modern Flikr image.) 
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RCA member, created a Level III observing list for OSP in which every object had an Armenian astronomer’s name 
attached to it.  A brief survey shows that two of them are associated with BAO.  They are Gyulbudhagian 
(Gyulbudaghyan) and Armen L. Parsamyan (Parsamian).  Yerevant Terzian,

8
 an American, was also active at BAO, 

while Agop Terzan was an Armenian astronomer who did his work in France so was considered a French astrono-
mer.  He discovered a number of the most faint globular clusters by reviewing images taken in infrared.  Most of his 
objects are towards the center of the Milky Way.  He also worked with the BAO.  Matt’s list included Ambartsumian’s 
Knot, a small blue dot, or dwarf elliptical galaxy, off the “bottom” of the elliptical NGC3561A, part of Arp 105.  It might 
be time for RCA to consider organizing a trip to the BAO to sort this all out.  Armenia seems like a very nice place to 
visit, and those apricots are supposed to be world famous.   

Resources 
Arp, Halton.  “Ambartsumian’s Greatest Insight - - The Origin of Galaxies.”  Active Galactic Nuclei and Related Phe-

nomenon, Proceedings of  IAU Symposium 194, held in August, 1998 in Yerevan, Armenia. 
 
Byurakan Astrophysical Observatory website, http://www.bao.am 
 
----------, “Beniamin Markarian 1913 – 1985,” http://www.bao.am/BMarkarian.html 
 
Harrington, Phil.  Cosmic Challenge: The Ultimate Observing List for Amateurs.   
 [found on Google books, accessed pages, 09/21/2012] 
 
Markarian, B.E.  “Physical Chain of Galaxies in Virgo and its Dynamic Instability,” Astronomical Journal, Dec. 1961.  

[Not able to find the original on the Internet.  AJ is archived only back to the 1990s on the Internet.] 
 
Marx, Siegfried and Werner Pfau.  Observatories of the World.  Blandford Books Ltd. New York, 1982. 
 
Petrosian, Artashes.  “”Markarian Galaxies. I.  The Optical Database and Atlas.”  Astrophysical Journal Supplement 

Series, 170:33Y70, May 2007.  http://iopscience.iop.org/0067-0049/170/1/33/pdf/0067-0049_170_1_33.pdf  Accessed 
09/21/2012. 

 
 

Object Constellation RA Dec Mag Size 

  
NGC 4388 

  
Virgo 

  
12  25.8 

  
+12º  39.7 

  
11.8 

  
8’ x 1’ 

  
M84 

  
Virgo 

  
12  25.1 

  
+12º  53.3 

  
 9.2 

  
6’ x 6’ 

  
NGC 4387 

  
Virgo 

  
12  25.7 

  
+12º  48.6 

  
13.0 

  
2’ x 1’ 

  
M86 

  
Virgo 

  
12  26.2 

  
+12º  56.8 

  
 8.9 

  
9’ x 6’ 

  
NGC 4402 

  
Virgo 

  
12  26.1 

  
+12º  26.1 

  
12.6 

  
5’ x 1’ 

  
NGC 4438 

  
Virgo 

  
12  27.8 

  
+13º  00.5 

  
10.0 

  
9’ x 3’ 

  
NGC 4435 

  
Virgo 

  
12  27.7 

  
+13º  04.7 

  
10.8 

  
3’ x 2’ 

  
NGC 4461 

  
Virgo 

  
12  29.1 

  
+13º  11.0 

  
11.1 

  
4’ x 1’ 

  
NGC 4458 

  
Virgo 

  
12  28.9 

  
+13º  14.5 

  
11.8 

  
2’ x 2’ 

  
NGC 4473 

  
ComB 

  
12  29.8 

  
+13º  25.8 

  
10.2 

  
5’ x 3’ 

  
NGC 4477 

  
ComB 

  
12  30.0 

  
+13º  38.2 

  
10.4 

  
4’ x 3’ 

  
NGC 4479 

  
ComB 

  
12  30.3 

  
+13º  34.7 

  
13.4 

  
2’ x 1’ 

8
He was a professor of Matt Vartanian, RCA member. 

http://www.bao.am/
http://www.bao.am/BMarkarian.html
http://iopscience.iop.org/0067-0049/170/1/33/pdf/0067-0049_170_1_33.pdf
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The Dreaming Universe: A Gedankenexperiment 
By Robert McGown FRAS 

 

Spending time in the mountains under the stars, one might easily ponder the complexity and large scale structure of the uni-

verse. From our first experience, spending time in the mountains with its’ unparalleled vistas gives us a new perspective in the 

surreal environment.  Great vistas clear our mind and give us insight. At night, the entire Milky Way and the celestial canopy of 

stars rotates against the silhouette of the rolling hills and the serpentine shaped mountain ridges as the Earth turns. How far can 

you see in the mountains on a thought experiment or mind journey? From this high mountain slope, can you see all the way 

around the universe and beyond?  

 

Scaled Neural Nets 
We reflect from the landscape of the moun-

tains as the Moon, planets and the colorful red 

and blue discs of star light are like our extended 

networks of consciousness. From our lofty per-

spective, we scan the night sky connecting the 

intimate star patterns with our mind. From our 

perspective, scaling the universe up or down, it 

could be viewed as a neural network. We reflect 

on our own consciousness and its interaction with 

the universe with our understanding of reality and 

neural networks. In a neural network of the hu-

man brain, there is information processing with 

chemical electrical signaling between the axon, 

dendrites, and neurons. The quantum process that 

makes us part of a stellar neural network is the 

absorbing of photons by our eye that is like a pho-

to synapse as we connect to the stars with the star 

light absorbed. The conceptional synapse of star-

light with different frequencies and properties of 

light is the visual connection.  The eye absorbs 

the points of starlight in frequencies and color 

from the various magnitudes of stars. Our mind 

visualizes the starlight as neural dendritic micro-

circuits that are happening before us. As we scale neural nets up or down, they are difficult to identify for longer time spans. 

However the universe acts in ways that it has consciousness where the laws and axioms of quantum physics are the conscious-

ness. As an example, matter and energy have a tendency to self organize itself and may be repeated on a larger scale. In the 

study of neuroscience, there is a false 90 color image of the functioning of the brain called the brainbow (1) that has beautiful 

images. In one abstract analogy, the aurora borealis is a brain bow of the Earth. Although it is not quite like the fluorescing of 

neural activity of the brain, it does show scaled interaction of proton and electron particle fields, interacting with a magnetic 

field.   

 

Wheeler -Feynman Absorber Theory 
In quantum theory, Wheeler and Feynman worked on a theory called Absorber theory that is different than the fathoming of 

dendritic structures that remotely are part of a reality structure we are exploring. However, some of the processes have similar 

phenomena. Is the separate neural network interaction of light and sub atomic particles a reality structure, RS, in itself? In the 

Wheeler Feynman Absorber theory there are time symmetric vectors. If there were only time-symmetric constraints on the sys-

tem, the absorption could have just as well have involved the advanced wave and have occurred before the emission, giving an 

“absorber-emitter” time sequence. It is complex to understand, “why emitter-absorber events are observed in nature but not ab-

sorber-emitter events by explaining the origin of the time-asymmetric constraints on the system?” 

 

Scaled Reality Structures 
On the grand scale with neural nets, the mind is looking at the net and the possible reality structures. Here, there is an ex-

ceedingly complex process going on.  A reality structure may be like a self aware identity, organic or inorganic, that uses a neu-

ral network or scaled reality structure that may be used to describe its method of thinking, interaction or association, acting in 

ways that can be described as consciousness. In mathematics, a reality structure is a complex vector space that is the composi-

tion of two subspaces of V that are broken down into the real and imaginary parts of V. The mathematical models are very intri-

Neural net animation 
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cate and are explained in note two in more mathematical detail. 

(2) K^2=Id 

 

 In the first description of a reality structure in physics, the 

brain is looking at neural networks on the scale of light years. 

Consequently, there is a neural network looking at a neural net-

work as light is absorbed from star light that is light years away. 

The scale of the neural network to the first order is the brain is 

reflecting on its own mechanics. The second order reality struc-

ture is the human brain looking at the star structure of the Milky 

Way galaxy. The third order is the reality structure neural net-

works of galaxies as viewed visually through a telescope or vir-

tually in a filamentary connected large scale network.  

 

The fourth order neural net reality structure is a possible 

quilted multiverse beyond the event horizon of our universe. 

There is possible evidence in the microwave background radiation map of the universe that shows parallel universe may have 

bifurcated from our universe early on. The evidence is two antipodal super voids 7-10 billion light years out. (3)  

 

The bifurcated parallel universe is part of the quilted multiverse. The quilted multiverse is a series of universes that is theo-

rized to go on in all directions. (4) The large scale structure of the universe of the universe may not be as isotropic and homoge-

nous as thought with the recent discovery of a quasi stellar structure four billion light years across. 
 

 

Scaled Neural Net- Reality Structure Table 

 
 

 

If there were a reality structure, in the second order stellar RS or galactic neural network RS order light years across, would 

it have a level of awareness and be able to fathom or see a fourth order neural network of a quilted multiverse?  A quilted multi-

verse isn’t exactly a checkerboard universe; however it is like a series of universes with a red limit event horizon where the uni-

verses are not in contact with each other. This would be on a scale of the universe with a cosmic neural net consisting of other 

universes. Also would the fourth order reality structure fathom the sub orders of reality structures? Thus there is an electrical 

signaling of the brain of starlight that triggers the quantum absorption visual connection with the neural network of star light. 

What are the windows of transparency of the dark universe?  For us, the connection to the fourth order reality structure exists as 

we visually view through a telescope at galaxy structure. Although under the night sky, our eye absorbs the photons of galaxies 

out side of our own without being aware of their galactic structure. On a larger scale, we may receive photons from beyond our 

galaxy, however they may be out side the wavelengths that our eyes can detect. 

 

There could be scalar neural nets and reality structures in the world of non baryonic particle universes. Non baryonic parti-

cles are particles that don’t interact with normal atoms and matter. After the discoveries of the WMAP satellite, we know the 

universe is composed of 4% atoms, 24% dark matter and 71% dark energy. Some of these (dark matter) particles are neutrinos 

and WIMPS (weak interacting massive particles) for example. With the entire other realm of dark matter and non baryonic parti-

cles in the universe, there could be scaled neural net reality structures.  

 

Ordered Neural Net Neural Net scale Z->Z’ Reality Structure correspond-

ence K^2=Id 

Sub order Baryonic & 

Non Baryonic 

Microscopic-sub atomic: 

Quarks, leptons, gluons, photons 

MV 1-(-1) 

Neural Net One Human mind: neurons, dendrites,& 

axons 

MV 1-1 

2nd Order Neural Net Starlight to galactic structures 

Stellar network 

MV 1-2 

3rd Order Neural Net Galaxies through a telescope 

Clusters &Super Clusters 

MV 1-3 

4th Order Neural Net Quilted Multiverse structures of 

the different laws of physics 

MV 1-4 

Eridanus Cold Spot in the Cosmic Microwave Background (NASA) 
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Conclusion 
In our Gedankenexperiment, we can only compare the reality structure that we are in contact with or advance the concepts 

using mathematical operations, theorizing about their existence that may give us a deeper connection with reality. Like super-

string theory, scaled neural nets and scaled reality structures are a complex thing to wrap our mind around. However, like super-

string theory, there may be predictions that would allow us to understand certain large scale absorption and particle behavior in 

the universe. As we absorb and interact with starlight, fathoming the neural nets of light particles of the Cosmos, we ponder 

what level of consciousness that reality structures that the various particles have. We will all eventually turn into photons and 

particles, and again be recycled into the universe. Our goal is to find out patterns of global scaled neural network activity that 

reflect scaled reality structures and the deep mechanisms of consciousness of the universe.  

 

If multiple levels of scaled reality structures interacted with each other, there may be assigned astrophysical predictions that 

may be observed. In the web of particle complexity, there are Feynman diagrams to show the interaction of these particles.  Alt-

hough these neural net reality structures would have gone through the process of separate evolution, their complexity may be 

similar. Comparing scales of the universe in general terms: the human brain has 200 billion neurons, the galaxy has 200 billion 

stars and the visible universe had 200 billion galaxies. Perhaps, extrapolating on this scale, cosmic evolution of the quilted mul-

tiverse with the laws of physics like our universe has a level of 200 billion universe structures. The familiar web of patterns and 

curious fractal like shapes that make up the reality structures and scalar neural nets that we see through a pair binoculars or a 

telescope, bring many beautiful ideas of the universe to mind from our mountain vantage point. Even when I am alone in the 

darkness under the night sky, I feel like I am connected and surrounded by my family of friends and other reality structures,  

sharing fond memories, as we walk together, wandering amongst the timeless mountains. 

 

References: 
1 Lichman JW, Sanes JR, Brainbows, Havard College Medical School 

2 Reality Structure: The differences between these two signatures can be codified by the notion of a reality structure on the 

space of spinors. Informally, this is a prescription for taking a complex conjugate of a spinor, but in such a way that this may not 

correspond to the usual conjugate per the components of a spinor. Specifically, a reality structure is specified by a hermitian 2 × 

2 matrix K whose product with itself is the identity matrix: K2 = Id. The conjugate of a spinor with respect to a reality structure 

K is defined. 

3 Rudnick et al, The Eridanus Cold Spot, from the WMAP satellite data, 2001 compiled over 3 years 

3a Mersini- Houghton, Laura et al, Parallel Universes and the Eridanus Super Void 

4 Greene B, Hidden Realities: Parallel universes and the deep laws of the Cosmos, Alphred Knopf,   Random House 2011  

5 Goswami A, The Self Aware Universe, University of Oregon quantum physics 1993, Putnam books 

Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation (NASA)        
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    847 and counting: that’s the number of 

planets confirmed as existing around 642 stars within several 

hundred light-years of our Sun. And more than 2,000 addition-

al detections are awaiting confirmation by follow-up observa-

tions. By far, the most potential exoplanets have been found by 

the NASA spacecraft Kepler (launched in 2009), whose mis-

sion is to find Earthlike planets in a habitable zone around oth-

er stars, by staring at 150,000 stars and recording minuscule 

dips in brightness. 

     So far, Kepler hasn’t yet found an identical twin to Earth: a 

rocky body of similar mass, sweet with liquid water, in the 

“Goldilocks zone” for temperatures just right for life as we 

know it to evolve. In fact, Kepler hasn’t yet found even an ex-

oplanetary system resembling our Solar System, with rocky 

planets on the inside, gas giants in the outer reaches, and or-

bital periods ranging from months to centuries. Instead, most 

exoplanetary systems are—by the standards of our Solar Sys-

tem—so bizarre they are challenging astronomers and compu-

tational astrophysicists to reexamine long-held models of how 

planets form 

  

Constrained by the data 

     “With many observations, theorists have less freedom to 

speculate how planets form,” explains Brad M. S. Hansen, as-

sociate professor of physics and astronomy at the University of 

California, Los Angeles. “Any theoretical or computational 

models have to explain what we actually find.” 

     One big early surprise (1995) was the ground-based discov-

ery of “hot Jupiters:” gas giants the size of Jupiter in orbits 

around their parent stars much closer than Venus—or even 

Mercury—is to the Sun. How does something that massive 

form so close to a parent star? Would there have been enough 

material for such a big body to form in place, without being 

ripped apart by tidal forces? Or might it accrete from dust and 

rocks farther out in its planetary system and later migrate in-

ward toward its parent star? 

     Later, lower mass, rocky planets—“super-Earths” only a 

few times the mass of Earth—were identified from Kepler da-

ta. “Now there also is an intermediate class of ‘hot Neptunes’ 

midway between the super-Earths and the hot Jupiters,” Han-

sen continues. In a paper published in June 2012, he and coau-

thor Norm Murray describe an analysis of their formation from 

a set of numerical simulations based on a purely gravitational 

calculation of planetary scattering, collision and assembly. 

     Meantime, in December 2011, confirmation was announced 

of two rocky Earth-sized planets in the Kepler-20 system. They 

are two of five planets orbiting a G-type star a little smaller and 

cooler than our Sun. But the entire planetary system could al-

most fit inside the orbit of Mercury; both Earth-sized planets 

zoom around their star in less than three weeks; the three other 

planets are slightly smaller than Neptune; and the sequence of 

planets from star outward neatly alternates large-small-large-

small-large. 

       

Working models 

     So what do the observations and calculations tell astrophysi-

cists about how planetary systems form? 

     One key is the relative distribution of mass among planets 

in a system. “Higher mass systems seem consistent with plan-

ets assembling in place,” Hansen says. “That is somewhat un-

settling because the mass required for in situ formation is a 

hundred times what we see in our own Solar System.” One 

possibility is that the mass still moved radially inward, but ear-

ly when it was smaller chunks like gravel, boulders, or aster-

oids. 

     That still leaves an important question: what processes in a 

whirling solar nebula allow smaller chunks to stick together to 

accrete larger objects and eventually planets? Especially, notes 

Hansen, “the dust-to-pebbles step is poorly understood.” 

     One possibility is very cold temperatures. “At 100K, small 

objects may be covered with water ice, dry ice, and other ices,” 

Hansen says, “so when objects collide, they stick together. My 

money is on another possibility suggested by fluid-dynamics 

simulations: turbulence in the collapsing solar nebula causing 

some fluid wavelike behavior in local areas of the gravitational 

collapse that triggers a jump from dust to boulders.” 

     Stay tuned!   –Trudy E. Bell, M.A. 

  

  
Further reading: Hansen, Brad M.S., and Norm Murray, “Migration 

then assembly: Formation of Neptune mass planets inside 1 AU,” 

Astrophysical Journal 751 (2): 158–174 (06/2012) http://

iopscience.iop.org/0004-637X/751/2/158/ 
  

 

 
The University of California High-Performance AstroComputing Center (UC-HIPACC), based at the 
University of California, Santa Cruz, is a consortium of nine University of California campuses and 
three Department of Energy laboratories (Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Lawrence Livermore 
Laboratory, and Los Alamos National Laboratory). UC-HiPACC fosters collaborations among re-
searchers at the various sites by sponsoring an annual advanced International Summer School on 
AstroComputing (ISSAC), offering travel and other grants, co-sponsoring conferences, and drawing 
attention to the world-class resources for computational astronomy within the University of California 
system. More information appears at http://hipacc.ucsc.edu  
 

 

Planet Formation: More Questions Than Answers AstroShort 

The first Earth-sized planets were found in December 2011 by NASA’s 

Kepler mission around a sun-like star Kepler-20. Kepler-20e 

is  slightly smaller than Venus with a radius 0.87 that of Earth; Kepler

-20f is a bit larger than Earth at 1.03 times the radius of Earth. Both 

are rocky but with scorching temperatures, as their “years” (orbital 

periods) are only 6.1 and 19.6 days, respectively. Three larger, likely 

gaseous, planets also circle Kepler-20.  
Image credit: NASA/Ames/JPL-Caltech 

http://iopscience.iop.org/0004-637X/751/2/158/
http://iopscience.iop.org/0004-637X/751/2/158/
http://hipacc.ucsc.edu
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Star Parties Coming Soon in 2013! 

Maupin Star Party 
March 08-10, 2013 

The Rose City Astronomers have been granted permission to 

use private property approximately 8 miles West of the town 

of Maupin for members-only scheduled Star Parties. 

The Maupin Observing Site is located on a private airstrip 

about 8 miles east of Maupin, Oregon. Warning: this airstrip is 

used in the morning, but at the far end of the airfield. Most 

people don't even wake up.  

There is no registration for the event itself, just show up and 

enjoy the weekend.  You don't even need a telescope to partici-

pate; other members are enthusiastic to share their views.  This 

is a good opportunity for beginners to get acquainted and sea-

soned observers to get some serious observing.  

It can always be cold at night no matter what the season, so 

bring warm clothing. 

RVs, trailers and tents will be allowed on the observing site 

(see observing site map for instructions). The town of Maupin 

offers lodging, restaurants and recreation if you don't want to 

rough it. We will have a portable outhouse on site. 

 

More information can be found on the RCA website: 

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sp/maupin.htm 

OMSI - Vernal Equinox Celebration 
March 23rd, 2013 
On Saturday March 23, OMSI, Rose City Astronomers and 

Vancouver Sidewalk Astronomers will celebrate the vernal 

equinox and the beginning of spring with a free Star Party at 

both Rooster Rock State Park and Stub Stewart State 

Park!  From beginners to experts of all ages, here's your oppor-

tunity to view the stars and other celestial objects up close and 

personal through telescopes. Viewing highlights includes Jupi-

ter, Saturn and the moon.  As the sky darkens, will view the 

deep sky objects including the Orion Nebula, Beehive star 

cluster and more! 

On the scheduled day of each OMSI Star Parties, it is suggest-

ed that interested visitors call the OMSI Star Parties Hotline, 

503 797-4000 Press #3 then #5, or check the OMSI Star Par-

ties web site for possible weather-related cancellations. The 

event starts at sunset and is free with $5 parking per vehicle. 

Warm clothing and a flashlight with red light are recommend-

ed. Personal telescopes and binoculars are welcome. 

 

See http://omsi.edu/starparties for more information or cancel-

lations. 

Maupin Dark Sky Star Party Weekend April 12-14 

OMSI Astronomy Day April 20 

Maupin Dark Sky Star Party Weekend May 03 

Kah-Nee-Ta Star Party Weekend May 10-12 

Prineville Reservoir Star Party May 18 

OMSI Planet Parade Star Party May 25 

Rooster Rock Dark Sky Star Party Jun 01 

Maupin Dark Sky Star Party Weekend Jun 07-09 

OMSI Summer Solstice Star Party Jun 15 

Golden State Star Party Jul 06-09 

Trout Lake Star Party Jul 12-14 

Camp Hancock 
Apr 05 - Apr 07, 2013 
OMSI's Camp Hancock with meals and cabins fits the 

bill for a great outing on a cool Spring weekend. Dark 

skies, warm cabins, real bathrooms, hot showers, good 

meals and great friends top off the list of things to like 

and all are provided with the $45 per night registration 

fee (OK, maybe not the friends). 

Camp Hancock is an OMSI sponsored field station for 

the promotion of science education. It is located about 

150 miles from Portland and is 2 miles east of the John 

Day River in Eastern Oregon in the Clarno Fossil Beds. 

Camp Hancock is NOT a resort hotel; it is a rustic kid’s 

camp with 16 bunkhouses that sleep up to 14 people each 

in A-frame buildings.  The bunkhouses are one room 

with bunks, mattresses, limited electricity and heaters on 

a 60 minute timer. You will be sharing the bunkhouse 

with others in our group, but it's never crowded and we 

usually average less than 3 people per cabin.  There is a 

limited area for Tents, RVs and trailers. 

Registrations will be taken at both the February and 

March general meetings. The Registration and Payment 

Deadline is March 30th.  For mail in registration forms, 

or to register and pay online please visit http://

www.rosecityastronomers.org/sp/hancock.htm.  

Haggart Observatory Public Nights 
Through a partnership with Clackamas Community College, 

the Rose City Astronomers (RCA) maintains the Observatory 

and coordinates public access to the Observatory. During 

2013, we have scheduled several Public Nights at the Observa-

tory. We invite those interested to visit the Haggart Observato-

ry webpage at: http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sp/

haggart.htm to find out dates and times for these sessions. 

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sp/maupin.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sp/r_rock.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sp/stub_stewart.htm
http://forecast.weather.gov/MapClick.php?minlon=-125&maxlon=-120.8&minlat=43.39&maxlat=46.91&mapwidth=354&site=pqr&map.x=228&map.y=134
http://omsi.edu/starparties
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sp/hancock.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sp/hancock.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sp/haggart.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sp/haggart.htm


February 2013 
Sun Mon Tue Wed  Thu Fri Sat 

     1  Noon  

Downtowners 
Luncheon  
Kell’s 

2 

3 
 

4  
7pm 
Board Meeting 
OMSI Classroom 1 

5 6 
 

7 8 9 Haggart  

Observatory Public 
Night 
 

10 
 

11 
 

12 13 

7pm  
Astro Imaging SIG 
Beaverton Library 

14 15 
 

16 
 

17 18 
7:30pm 
General Meeting 
OMSI Auditorium 

19 20 7pm  

Cosmology SIG 

 
 

21 22 23 

10am - 3pm 
Telescope Work-
shop  
 

24 25 26 27 28   

February 2013 

Mar 01 Friday Downtowner’s Luncheon Kell’s Noon 

Mar 04 Monday Board Meeting OMSI Classroom 1 7pm 

Mar 08 Fri-Sun Maupin Star Party Wapinita Airstrip Near Maupin OR  

Mar 13 Wednesday Astro-Imaging SIG Beaverton Public Library  **Note new meeting day** 7pm 

Mar 16 Saturday Haggart Public Night Haggart Observatory Dusk 

Mar 18 Monday General Meeting OMSI Auditorium 7:30pm 

Mar 20 Wednesday Cosmology SIG 
Firland Apartments Community Room 

8036 SE Raymond St., Portland, OR 97206 
7pm 

Mar 23 Saturday OMSI Star Party Rooster Rock and Stub Stewart State Parks Dusk 

Mar 30 Saturday Telescope Workshop Technical Marine Service Building 10am-3pm 

 

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org 

Rose City Astronomers 

Oregon Museum of Science and Industry 

1945 SE Water Ave 

Portland, OR 97214-3356 

Note  New  
Meeting Location 

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/downtowners.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/downtowners.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sp/haggart.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sp/haggart.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sp/haggart.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/astroimage.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/cosmology.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/tmw.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/tmw.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/downtowners.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sp/maupin.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/astroimage.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sp/haggart.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/cosmology.htm
https://maps.google.com/maps?hl=en&q=8036+se+raymond+st+portland&ie=UTF-8&hq=&hnear=0x5495a03ceb77e049:0x2086b231f0917d0,8036+SE+Raymond+St,+Portland,+OR+97206&gl=us&ei=pJ4EUdf-N-veigKNnYDQDQ&sqi=2&ved=0CC4Q8gEwAA
http://www.omsi.edu/starparties
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sp/r_rock.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sp/stub_omsi.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/tmw.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/

